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device for the positive indication of speed became a
necessity, and from the latter part of the seventeenth
century musicians were seeking such a device. Early
in this century, through the combined inventive powers
of Winkel and Maelzel, an appropriate instrument was
contrived, and since 1815 the musical world has become
increasingly familiar with the metronome of Maelzel, and
the distinguishing letters M. M.

the sake of appearing knowing, usually results in show¬
ing ignorance at an unsuspected point. To a man who
was speaking an American geographical name with a
foreign pronunciation, a distinguished orthoepist said :
1 Why don’t you pronounce that as if you were speaking
English ?’ ‘ If I were to do that,’ replied the pedant,
1 people would think I didn’t know any better.’ ‘ Well,’

retorted the scholar, ‘you don’t know any better.’
Many of us, like this pedant, show our ignorance by
Ibis ingenious device is shaped like a narrow pyramid.
trying to seem wiser than we are.”
On removing the front lid, there is disclosed an upright
balanced rod, with sliding weight attached thereto, in
front of a tablet bearing a series of numbers graduated
FURTHER IMPROVEMENT POSSIBLE.
from 44 to 208.
Placing the weight opposite CO,
“ We must try to grasp the spirit of things, to see cor¬
and setting the rod in motion, the clockwork enclosed
rectly, to speak to the point, to give practical advice, to
m the lower part of the instrument will cause sixty
act upon the instant, to stop in time,” said Amiel. Prac¬
vibrations and the same number of sharp ticks to be
tical explanations and profound instruction do not come
made per minute, while moving the weight downward to
from shallow brains nor from illy informed teachers.
120 will cause twice the former number. In short, the
No habit is of more worth to the student or teacher than
metronome will give the number of ticks per minute
to investigate thoroughly every musical subject that
indicated by the figure behind the weight.
comes to his thoughts and teaching experiences. For
Various other devices on the pendulum plan, and
differing in simplicity, portability, and cost, have been this purpose a library of standard works of reference is
The teacher who
invented, yet all cover the same principle of indicating invaluable, indispensable, in fact.
answers the questions of his pupils by answers that do
the certain number of vibrations per minute.
not cover the information sought loses their confidence
The arguments for and against the use of the metronoine in daily practice have been quite fully advanced and his hold upon the musical public. No man ever
became an authority who did not follow this or a like
m The Etude in recent years, and will not be re¬
peated by the writer at this time.
One article of his course of investigation upon the subjects that interest
creed may be mentioned, namely, that the average him. If the teacher gives clear answers he must do as
pupil, even though a wretched timist, can, if he choosers, Huxley did when he says: “ I have learned to spare no
labor upon the process of acquiring clear ideas-to think
keep good time unaided by a metronome.
Two other uses of the instrument are commendable. nothing of writing a page four or five times over if
First.
Its original and intended use, to indicate the nothing less will bring the words which express all that
I mean, and nothing more than I mean.”
exact speed desired by the composer. Is the piece of
The successful teacher must take a broad view of every
of music marked J = 60 ? Then place the slide opposite
subject connected with his art, and to get an extended
60 and eacl1 tiek wil1 represent a quarter note. Is the
piece in |-time and marked J =88? Then place the slide view of this it is necessary that he shall have a wide
opposite 88, and each tick will show the value of the
complete measure. Thus, in a positive, definite way
the speed may be understood, and the composer’s exact
intention may be apprehended without recourse to his
Italian terms.
Second. The pupil seldom reaches the designated
speed upon first trial of the piece, and is, therefore,
discouraged by the thought that the composer’s ideal is
so far beyond his present ability. If, when the piece is
laid aside after a first trial, the teacher will record on its
margin the speed gained, the customary review will
show an encouraging increase of speed, together with
greater ease and accuracy.
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view of other subjects. Says a writer: “ Do not let
your narrow life contract your large soul, but let your
large soul expand your narrow life.” To which may be d
added that homely but pungent maxim of Thoreau’s:
“Be not simply good—be good for something.”

p
v
SOMETIMES MISUNDERSTOOD.

Commendation is more agreeable to our feelings of
self-complacency than is criticism ; but if the pupil im¬
proves, his faults must be recognized, and he must take
h.s teacher’s criticisms gratefully, and appreciate them
as the very thing that he has paid his teacher to give.
But some teachers may say, “ I have no metronome, Too often, however, the pupil feels sensitive and allows
and cannot thus benefit myself and pupils.” Let such his feelings to be hurt by the things that his teacher ho
a one use his watch as a metronome. The dial repre- shows wherein he should improve. It may be said in
w
senting seconds is usually divided into six parts, marked passing, that teachers do not always use as much tact in
n,
their
criticism
as
they
might.
It
is
a
fact
that
has
, 20, 30, etc.
Let the teacher count the number of
pe
metronomic units (j, ,\ J, or J.) played by the pupil in escaped many teachers, that the pupil is only too well un
ten seconds, then multiply by six, and the result is at aware of many of the mistakes that he makes, and that te
once secured for record.
it is but a needless thrust at his sensitiveness to call th
tn
attention to them. Experience, with careful observa¬ tea
ne
Frequent Lessons. - The teachers abroad have a tion, will soon show the teacher which mistakes need to
great advantage over us- Those of whom I know re¬ be attended to, and if he is a skillful teacher he will Th
quire the pupils to come at least three times a week for point out and explain how to improve the passage, or
qu
eThhf’ia»d m.or®.often dai,y instruction is given.
the point in technic, rather than what was wrong. The ma
• >, • „atter 18 tlle waJ to make rapid progress, espec¬
ially in the commencement of study. The pupil’s inter¬ great statesman, W. E. Gladstone, says; “Censure and ma
est and ambition are quickened by daily contact with criticism never hurt anybody. If false, they cannot tak
list
harm you unless you be wanting in character; and, if
true, they show a man his weak points, and forewarn pai
how
him against failure and trouble.”
era

*

The masters who now confront the aspirant are Pro¬ surely will if rightly employed.
fessional Experience and Contact with the World,
After graduating there lies awaiting the graduate
and they surely will furnish him tough problems.
years of usefulness, greater or less in number, more or
It has been said that the true musician is not fitted to less of value to his fellow men in their influence for
cope with the world, is not a business man, is un¬ good, more or less full of success from his way of using
practical, does not often exert consciously an influence for these years. As he never will live them but once, and
good; and great men in music, especially composers, .since, as they pass by him, they will cry aloud to him,
are cited as instances, regardless of the fact that other Misspent or Well spent, it behooves him to live them
great musicians, especially composers, have dealt wisely and wholly.
To be as whole a musician, as
successfully with the world and have had lasting in¬ whole a teacher, as whole a man, as is possible, should
fluence for good. That a composer of great works, be his aim. To remind him of these things in some¬
with his mind constantly and necessarily bent on giving thing of their significance, their breadth their value,
his ideas shape, should neglect business matters, is these lines have been penned.
reasonable. We find the like thing in science and
letters. But most mortals who will read these lines
cannot expect to be great composers nor to win fame
BEETHOVEN.
and a livelihood by masterly compositions and great
brain-labor. To those who in years to come will earn
their livelihood as teachers of music these words are
BY JOHN TOWERS.
written.
We cannot all be famous, cannot all be great; but
‘‘It has generally been supposed that Beethoven’s
we all can be thorough, useful, and honest, helps to
others, and a credit, yes, an honor, to our profession. lessons under the famous contrapuntist, Albrechtsberger,
Time was when the music teacher was looked down were very distasteful to him, one well known writer on
upon. . That day is past. The music teacher now is a
Beethoven going so far as to assert that Beethoven him¬
necessity ; is a power in society ; and will become more
and more a power as the days pass.
For as a nation, self called them ‘ biting into a sour apple.’ Through
having acquired the practical things of life, strives to the researches of Herr Nottebohm, however, an entirely
possess itself of ihe beautiful and to cultivate the arts, different light is thrown upon the subject. A close and
that the practical and necessary may be offset by the
ornamental and, we may say so, the restful, so does the careful examination of the original exercises written by
demand for the teacher of music, of painting, of Beethoven for Albrechtsberger, during a period of at
elocution, increase, and in like ratio grow his im¬ least two full years, proves beyond a doubt not only that
portance and dignity. And of our nation, for whom the the former went through a prodigious amount of severe
graduate who reads this will no doubt work, is this
and trying work, but that he was heart and soul in the
especially true.
Accordingly, after graduating, what then? A career matter, and (to quote Herr Nottebohm) ‘ the impression
of usefulness, of prosperity, of honor, to those who are is forced upon the mind that those exercises are the work
both fitted for the calling and lay hold of the world as of a willing and tractable, rather than those of a rebelmen do in other modes of business, maintaining at the
lious and self-opinionated pupil.’ ”
same time their integrity.
The graduate must practice pract'cality. Ifhe has
new ideas, new procedures in teaching, short cuts in
“Beethoven’s performances at the piano were not
acquiring technical skill, let him be wise ; let him bide
always listened to with that attention which they surely
his time until the routine followed by all good teachers
has been fully realized in practical work ; then will he deserved. Eies, his favorite pupil, relates that upon one
know whether or not his new ideas, new procedures, occasion when he and the Maestro were playing a piano¬
his so-called short cuts, have positive value. First of forte duet in a certain company, a non-musical nobleman
all, a livelihood must be won ; experimental work en¬
was present who found more to interest him in the an¬
dangers the winning of this.
The graduate, if he has not already wholly or in imated conversation of a fair young Viennese than in
part acquired skill in dealing with the world, must after what was going on at the piano. Beethoven pocketed
graduating set himself actively about this. His per¬ the affront for some time, but at length jumped up in a
sonal appearance demands attention.
A mediocre
towering passion, and in tones loud enough to be heard
physician, with a span of handsome horses, made a
fortune where a master physician, poor in appearance all over the room shouted out, ‘I’ll pIay no longer to
and forgetful of it, struggled for years in poverty.
To such swine,’ at the same time stalking clumsily out of the
this matter of appearance, give your attention, though room, into which nothing would induce him to return
not your over-attention. To the matter of tact give also
It is to be feared that if Beethoven lived in our day he
your attention. You cannot form the world, nor can
you change men.
One man will approach you with would have ample opportunities of repeating this salu¬
roughness; another will be suspicious ; still another will tary lesson, since there are few musical performances
be all simplicity itself.
In this case adaptability will be either public or private, at which there are not some
required of you.
Your following is not to be held by
inflexible manners or ideas. You can meet the world thoughtless beings present who, not capable of enjoyinc
half-way and still hold fast that which you call your good music themselves, do their utmost to prevent any
personality, and, if you are clever, gradually win your one else having that pleasure undisturbed. ”
Business methods, furthermore, are imperatively demanded of the music teacher. The day is passing when
he can be a queer, semi-irresponsible person, whom
pupils trust from a kind of enthusiasm, whose whims
are favored and who runs on the edge of poverty
from lack of method m money matters. There are too
many teachers now in the market. So, ordinary
everyday business methods are imperative with the
successful teacher, and will be found to be his methods
Not only in money matters, but in teaching matters, in
the selection and in the order of pieces and studies, and in
the teaching of technique, is this true. “ If I can have
only one sense, give me common sense,” says a
successful teacher; and common sense, hard common
sense at that, is what distinguishes successful men in
world affairs, underlying their more brilliant qualities.
I

Beethoven’s ill-starred adoption of his nephew
necessitated a change in his domestic manage, so that
from the free-and-easy life of a bachelor he blossomed
into that of a full-blown householder.
Now if ever
mortal man.was.ill-adapted for the management of that
bane of earthly happiness known as the ‘ domestic help ’
it assuredly was Ludwig von Beethoven. * * * It i8
in no way surprising that the very peculiar notions of
domestic management of their erratic employer soon
became a subject of ridicule to Beethoven’s helps—
heaven save the mark-and there is abundant evidence
to show thit war to the knife between master and serv¬
ant was the rule at Herr von Beethoven’s abode ofbliss.
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between finger exercises, scales, pieces, etc., ask your perfect distinctness of tone when they are softened.
Love and respect your piano; never place anything' th
teacher for a programme of practice.
A certain amount of time must be set apart for scale upon it which can soil or mar it, and sit down before it
practice; if your teacher does not give it to you, take it with clean hands and clean nails.
a
Respect and obey your teacher. Sit quietly down,
yourself. Hummel, when asked how he obtained such
immense execution, answered, ** I owe it first to the making no excuses except in case of serious illness, or th
scales, secondly to the scales, and thirdly again to the unless he asks the reason for some unusually imperfect li
scales.” Important as these are, they may be prac lesson. Remember you are there to be taught; there¬ as
fore do not talk, but listen; speak of nothing which
ticed, not only without profit, but with serious injury.
in
The exact manner of using the fingers and wrists can does not pertain to your lesson, unless it is necessary.
be taught properly only at the piano, and only by well Pass nothing you do not understand, without asking an m
educated teachers.
explanation. Do not forget his least suggestion. let it re
Playing a piece straight through and through is not be to you a command. Never be impatient under his
m
practicing it; that is simply reading it. When you take criticisms, even if they seem to you unnecessarily severe;
up a piece to learn, ask yourself the following questions : it is. easier for him to allow you to play without cor in
What is the name of it? By whom is it written ? What rection; therefore, when he stops you for criticisms, fr
opus of the author is it? What form of composition is rest assured you need them, and profit by them, for it is
it, whether air and variations, tarantelle, senate,, or fan- just these you are paying for.
taste? What key is it in ? Then play that scale to re¬
Read the lives and letters of the musicians, and re op
ye
fresh your memory with the fingering. What time is it member the names of their principal compositions.
in . then analyze, as many measures as are necessary to
Improve every opportunity of hearing good music, no
prove to yourself that you can count it. Now play it whether vocal or instrumental, and strive to produce
slowly through, striking no note until you have found it, on the piano the same sympathetic effects which you H
Trnl/iAn nv. j
J •
.1
'1,1 •
ih
and not omitting to count a single measure. Then nPQV Trnm fino
-• v.
v*».v. "11IU moil UI1ICIMO,
1 Ills,
commence practicing by piecemeal—in small portions course, is very difficult; but Thalberg says “emotion ili
—stopping at the difficult passages till they are con¬ renders us ingenious, and the necessity of expressing
cl
quered. Much time is lost by playing the easier meas- what we feel creates for us resources which never occur
en
ures as many times as the harder ones. When you have to the mechanical performer.”
practiced one or two hours upon the piece, lay it aside
Listen to the criticisms of musicians upon the per¬ of
until later in the day or until the next day, and practice formance of others, and think if they will not apply also in
some study or old piece; the mind is rested by the to yours.
th
change. Practice from one to three liours every day
Do not be selfish in playing with others; the perfec
upon the piece, according to the number of hours you non of music is only in many instruments, and everv sh
practice per day, and according to the difficulty of the one cannot play first part; therefore, in all concerted wo
piece. When you can play it easily and steadily Pieces, show your good nature and artistic appreciation
through, commence to observe every mark of expres of the importance of all the parts, by a willingness to ati
be
sion. 1 his done, look to see what movement the piece take any instrument or part which needs you, 6
is in, and, if it is metronomized, bring it up to the
Li
»
required rapidity. If it is not metronomized, and you
tor
PRESSURE
VERSUS
STRIKING.
have not yet sufficient knowledge of movements to trust
your own judgment, consult your teacher or some other
BY E. DAVIES.
musician.
yo
When you think you play it finely, seek to hear some
The first thing to be thought about is the touch.
It k to
one play it better.
One piece played with a true appreciation of the an error to suppose that to possess a good touch one an
a
author s meaning, with every chord struck pure and “oSa-6 £n,wl,h !t’ f°r those who arf not naturallv
J
clean, the fortes given with deep power and the pian¬ gifted in that way can do a great deal to acquire it
an
I
he
secret
of
a
full
round
touch,
a
touch
with
music
issimo.?with delicate tenderness, and every phrase artisn ll)
a caressing pressure of the keys, with firm fin m
tically finished, is more acceptable to your audience,
wt
and will bring you a better musical reputation than ten gers but loose wrist; for as rigidity is not pnmnot ki
with beauty in art of any kind, so there must be“ othine
pieces blundered through, with blurred runs, muddy stiff
in pianoforte playing.
notnmg
chords and slovenly arpeggios. The pianist must re
Io illustrate my meaning: Take a simnle
member that the public are only interested in the result
exercise, and before playing let the hand be placed na?
5 r t. .u’ they, oare not whether ‘he piece which ural'y on the keys, with the fingers rounded from both m
delights them was learned in a week, or whether it cost
him six months hard labor. If his playing is perfect joints so that the tips cannot be spen thp .i,, , ,
a'a\to nat
they at once count him an artist; if imperfect^ he is be bent and used freely from the too .W
condemned; they cannot decide whether his errors ar, lingers ; this will prevent stiffness of the thumb”6 “
hI
I he elbows and wrist must be on a line with the
attributable to a want of musical ability and appreciation
ov
board,
so
the
length
of
the
arm
must
decide .L- key' lov
or to insufficient practice. Generally, in such cases,
tant
question
of
how
high
or
how
low the ^ l-mpor
both are true; the fact that he will offer to the public
OU
an unfinished piece is proof that he is wanting in musical should sit; should that part of the arm from rh
appreciation. The true musician shrinks from marring jo the elbow be short, Pone must SR low” her£e t d“
force
will
proceed
from
the
wrong
place.
the
by imperfect execution, the composition ofa master.
io ensure looseness, exercise the wrist nn smi a
bes
„
have learned perfectly one piece, play that if
asked. When you have learned the second, retain the Without altering the position of (he hand on fhe keya°Wn apr
spr
first and so on, till you have, at least, twelve pieces in

t::

dron Tprt°'|re' F[°m that time’ you may- occasionally,
drop one, always however retaining in your memory
rom twelve to twenty solos. This is easily done by
setting apart a certain number of them to be played two
days in a week, a certain other number two other days
r, he
n\ak'n£sach a programme of practice that ali
will be played at least twice per week. By this system
the pianist has always something to play.
7
’
Easy pieces and musical trifles are not necessarily

:
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difficult solo,
and yon
are always
not always
in tear
condition
to
play such a solo ; therefore keep in your memory a few
light pieces, with which to entertain your friends.
Never play snatches of pieces; if you cannot go muscles, only be careful not to cramp the hand
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If possible, spend an hour each day, reading music
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amis portion of the first movement is called the “development’,’ or “elaboration”
D) imitation of the first Subject in the Bass.

C) to make the movement more complete in form it would be well to insert here th
bars of the first part, in which case the 8th bar might be chang-ed thus:
CD the second Subject, in the principal key.
e)Coda.
J
G. Janke, Op.15,No.l. 5

I

_
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*.31=5
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7—

* A Rondo is a form of composition in which one well defined, orinrinal
.
nating-with one or more secondary Themes in various keys. This Romlo rnnZr,
and “F”major, marked respectively a),b),C).
7
Kondo contains

d) practice each of the two fing-ering-s marked until satisfied which is the best
the notes marked with accents are called “syncopated’/ because they fall on the “we
the 1 strong-” half of the next beat; such notes are always accented
G. Janke, Op. 15, No.l. 5
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Dance in the Green .5 .
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a standard of proficiency. (2.) We must organize
quently an insurmountable difficulty. In the second
musical clubs and societies with a view to unity of
place, metropolitan cities are heartless emporiums,
action in all matters relating to the welfare of the pro¬
where business cares and enterprises tend to destroy
fession.
amicability and mutual sympathy. No one will be
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy.— Number seven
interested in your welfare, board and rooms in desirable
covers the ground. The amateur teacher will flourish
localities are very costly, and without influential rela¬
so long as there is a money consideration in it. Like
tions the social circle will be wholly inaccessible.
amateurs in other professions, they are generally smart
People know not their neighbors, and this is a necessary
enough to command attention, thereby securing a large
evil of city life, for human depravity here reaches its
share5of the gross receipts. There is no way to suppress
lowest grade, and the incentives to cupidity and crime
them, except by educating the masses, and that, as
are much greater than in country or town.
everybody knows, is a very slow process in the way ol
The musical department of a seminary offers some
reaching the desired result. I suggest the formation of
advantages: (1.) The pupils are secured by the institu¬
a musical association, composed only of those who can
tion. (2.) Being in daily attendance at the seminary,
furnish ample testimony of their ability and education,
pupils may be relied upon to appear at their lesson
and whose members shall be above all sorts of trades,
hours promptly. (3.) The music class can at almost
dollars and cents. This association should have an
any time be assembled for lectures, recitals, or class
organ of its own, ably edited and supplied with articles
on all topics pertaining to the best way of improving work.
The disadvantages are : (1.) The prescribed course of
musical art.
Question 9.—What is now and will be the greatest study usually embraces so many irrelevant subjects that
superficiality necessarily results and music is neglected.
hindrance in making music a desirable profession?
Answer.—Mr. A. J. Goodrich.—One objection has 'Young girls who could not construct an intelligible
been adverted to. As a further illustration I will give a sentence are expected to pass an examination in such
personal reminiscence. I was once asked to instruct a works as “Porter’s Elements of Intellectual Science,”
lad of about fifteen years in piano playing and theory. and the whole system of education too often consists in
He was even then the best pianist and organist in a city repeating after the manner of a paroquet certain sen¬
of 40,000 inhabitants; possessed the gift of absolute tences in certain books, without any knowledge on the
pitch, natural intelligence of a high order, a strong, part of the pupil of what the sentences import, or how
healthy constitution, and a moral character which has this information is applied. (2.) In too many of our
always remained above reproach. But when the lad colleges music is considered a side issue and elbowed
began to study music seriously as a profession, his into a corner. Under these conditions the correlative
parents strongly opposed such a course. He continued branches, such as sight-reading, harmony, analysis,
for a while faithful to his St. Cecilia, and made several history, etc., are neglected, and the occupation of the
public appearances with indifferent success, owing prin¬ teacher becomes a merely perfunctory one. All things
cipally to injudicious management. Being impatient of considered, I believe the town offers the greatest
success, and having expensive tastes, he finally con¬ advantages. The teacher is more independent, and if
cluded that music would not yield him a sufficient he possess some business qualifications, he can accom¬
income, and he adopted another profession.
The
father’s objections to music as a profession seem to have
had no better foundation than this : He was a man of
somewhat aristocratic tendencies, proud and ambitious,
and not having associated with eminent artists and
musicians, he failed to recognize the real worth of
musical art. The local musicians he had known were
men of no particular weight or influence, and he natu¬
rally dreaded to see his gifted son become one of these.
Like many others, he judged according to his light; but
this light was very dim and obscure. For he did not
realize that a mind capable of conceiving the pastoral
symphony, with its tonal combinations, significance of
color, symmetrical proportions, affinity of motives,
logical development and psychic effects, must have
been at oncd active and exalted. The son, having
stopped short of his full artistic development, also failed
to comprehend the ultimate mission of musical art, for
soon after his abandonment of the profession we find
him writing acrimonious brochures against the influence
of music upon character. But the spirit of harmony
has finally prevailed over all prejudice and opposition,
and forced this gentleman to become a recanter. He is
now prominently associated with one of our best con¬
servatories, and thus proves that he has acquired the
one necessary quality which he did not originally pos¬
sess, courage.
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy.—The greatest hin¬
drance we know of is the large number of charlatans
which pervade its ranks, and the large numbers the
advertised conservatories are hoisting on the profession
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plish better results.
Answer.—Mr. James M. Tracy.—We should de¬ good d
cidedly say and advise the city; but circumstances, greatly
A ma
habits, tastes and friends may make it desirable or
fication
necessary to locate elsewhere.
A thoroughly educated man dislikes to settle down in If he
a small place where there are no congenial spirits to can se
associate with; where there are few concerts, and not; b
they c
where his art is not appreciated.
It is better for the old and experienced teacher to about.
withdraw from the city and locate in a large town or as this
seminary rather than for the vigorous young man, might
because experience is absolutely needed in the semi¬ to be w
nary, and the city is the best place to acquire it, through
the frequent concerts and contact with the world of art
—B
and artists. To become a good teacher it is necessary
feathe
to come in contact with the cold world at large, to be music
measured; to receive if s censure, snubs or praise! If a his m
teacher receives nothing but praise he soon becomes whenc
“big headed,” and his instructions are more or less enterp
feeling
valueless. If a teacher is successful in a large city, he
the su
certainly can be in a seminary or college; but not the skill a
reverse. Experienced men are always demanded in our and r
humb
colleges. Few young men get these situations.
Question 11.—What influence upon the teaching pro¬ he can
ment
fession has the multiplication of conservatories? What among
is their influence upon musical art as their grade of in han
readin
utility now averages?
scienc
Answer.—Mr. A. J. Goodrich.—The constantly in¬
studen
creasing number of conservatories must result in ele¬ or fol
vating the standard of instruction. Competition alone feel o

sing music at sight, and more or less of the rudiments of
music. When music is taught successfully, the scholars
read music as readily at sight as they can read the lessons

BY JOHN S. VAN CLEYE.

Mr. Van Cleve please answer through The
what a pupil who lives in a little country town
where no good music is to be heard, can do in order to
improve her taste and get a real pleasure in classical
music.
s- T‘
Ans.—Your question is that of tens of thousands of
young minds more or less musical, or at least more or
less music susceptible, which are scattered throughout
the length and breadth of our land, I will not say like
the lead colored pebble which is a stone-incrusted dia¬
points taught.
mond, but let us better say, like ledges of excellent lime¬
3. Consult your home book store for a list of books on
stone, good for solid houses, or a mass of first-class
these subjects. However, address E. J. Crane, Potsdam,
marble which, if the informing and creating spirit of a
N. Y., for a valuable pamphlet on this subject. Price
sculptor should be applied to them, might become the
20 cents.
magical receptacles of immortal genius.
"4. Only in chromatic scale playing. Seldom are the
Your question is agood one to ask and is easily made,
fourth fingers used on the white keys. However, when
but the answer is very bard, because it would compre¬
legato is desired in slow movements, the fourth finger is
hend little less than a complete treatise on music as an
slipped on the key held down by the fifth, thus liberating
art, and music as an education.
I will, however,
that finger for taking the next note legato, and vice
formulate my answer into three propositions. First, by
versa. In chromatics, the fourth finger being the longer,
reading the best musical journals and a few good books
saves an in-and-out movement of the arm, if that finger
and essays, find out what composers are considered
takes the black keys.
C. W. L.
great, and what are their characteristic compositions.
Ques.— I am studying a piece where the figure 2 is
over a group of two notes, the piece being in f time, thus After you have made this discovery set to work with
making but five eighth notes in the measures where this dogged persistence to practice these works, whether you
occurs. What is meant by it, and how am I to play it ? like them or not.
in their grammar or geography.
2. Yes, to a limited extent. It is necessary that a
smooth and quiet tone of voice be used, that the chil¬
dren are not allowed to carry the chest tones too high,
that they sing softly on the low descending passages, and
that they never go too high, too low, sing too loud, nor
too long at a time. Teachers vary in the amount of voice
culture”given in their school work, as well as in the

A. R.

Ques.—Will

Etude

If you find that Beethoven’s pathetic sonata sounds to
composer gave but two notes where three
you very much like a dry exercise, and only a little
are usually called for. Play them of even length ; a case
better than Cramer, persevere, persevere, persevere. If
where you may have to bring three against two, a sub¬
your numb and cold fingers cannot feel the elemental
ject fully illustrated in recent numbers of The Etude.
and volcanic fervor in those wonderful chords of the
C. W. L.
Grave introduction, if your ears will not convey to your
Ques.—In playing four-hand pieces, which player
inner consciousness the fragments of melody which are
should use the pedal ?
R. t. e.
Ans.—The pedal is easier managed by the seeondo scattered in every direction, at the top, at the bottom
player.
Some editions mark its use in both parts, and through all the middle portions, if your heart per¬
leaving it to whichever player chooses to manage it. sistently and lethargically refuses to beat responses to
Where the pedal markings are not given, if the Beethoven’s tropical moods, do not be discouraged, but
seeondo player has a working knowledge of harmony, keep at it. Before long you will find that little, let me
he can use it the best. In dance music and music of say tunelets, three or four notes making a half measure,
the easier grades, the harmony of the accompaniment or a whole measure, or perhaps two measures, will stick
gives a hint for its use by the seeondo player. In duett to your ears and sing in your head like bees imprisoned
playing the pedal is not so necessary as in solos. C. W. L. in the cup of some honey-bearing flower, and, before
Ques.—Please explain the tenor clef?
s. l. e.
you are well aware of it you will find that these seem¬
Ans.—The recent use of this clef in American anthem ingly monotonous and austere phrases are palpitating
music makes it read the same as the treble or G clef, with the most vivid emotional life. That is the first and
except that it places the tones one octave lower. The principal thing.
tenor clef marks the place of Middle C, just as the treble
The next thing to do is this : Tease your papa with all
clef shows the place of G, or the bass clef the place of P. the persistency and ingenuity for which young ladies in
This is true of the tenor clef, no matter on which line their teens are famous the world over, to give you $10,
or space of the staff it is found.
C. W. L.
$20 or $25 if need be, and post off to Cincinnati or
Ques.—Is there any work describing and giving Chicago, Boston or New York and hear a few of the
Ans.—The

a

critical

estimate

of the great

compositions

of the

w.
of them. See “ Beethoven’s Pianoforte
Sonatas”, by Elterlein, and Beethoven’s Symphonies
by the same author. The four books by Upton, the Stan¬
dard Operas, Oratorios, and Symphonies. Beethoven’s
Symphonies, by Sir George Grove. Many classic and
standard compositions are analyzed in “ The Musician,”
by Ridley Prentice, in six grades.
C. W. L.
Ques.—Is there a way of playing a Glissando, such as
is found in Weber’s Concertstiicke, without hurting the
finger nails.
e. b.
Ans.—Yes.
Do not press the keys entirely down,
but give them only as much of a dip as will bring out the
required amount of tone. Much depends on the angle
you hold the finger.
C. W. L.
classic composers?
Ans.—Several

o. D.
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great celebrities each season; by preference, of course,
those who are famous in your special line, I suppose the
pianoforte.
In Cincinnati this past season, though I may be com¬
pelled to admit that it is a third-rate city as to size,
there has been enough magnificent piano playing by
world renowned artists to have kept the fire of enthu¬
siasm in the breast of any young student up to the heat
which glass-blowers require to melt the hard s^hd they
deal with and blow it into shapes graceful and crystal¬
line.
Third, diligently beat the bushes and entrap all your
friends, old and young, male and female, of whatever relig¬
ious sect, color or complexion, or previous condition of
bondage ; tell them that music is one of the greatest of
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first published early in the fifties.
time finding its way to an

It has been a long

Overtu
“My He
Delilah,
page in haste, and it is no uncommon thirg to get the in the H
pages of a piece mixed or lost. This can be remedied On,” Go
Liszt;
by the “E” Adhesive Tablets, which bind a large or
Diable ”
small piece of music perfectly. Price 10 cts a doz.
Chopin;
Mendels
Saint-Sa
Have you made yourself acquainted with the epoch(two pia
making method of teaching—“ Mathews’ Twenty Les¬ Freischu
sons to a Beginner on the Pianoforte ? Price, at violins),

English translation; but

All

having met with a thoroughly competent translator in
Mr. Cohen, it will doubtless receive a new lease of life.
The book richly deserves it, for it is exceedingly strong
and clear, and will inevitably stimulate thought, whether
its doctrine prove convincing or not.
Dr. Hauslick devotes his book mainly to a polemic
against the current theory that Feeling is the Content of
Music.

He holds that music exists solely for its own

sake, not for any other end, such as the expression of
emotion.

players and singers have been annoyed countless

times with flying sheets of music when trying to turn a

The problem of the composer, in his view, is

retail, $1.50.

simply to invent suitable themes and work them out into

This work requires study and thinking

out on the part of the teacher for its best application.

such combinations as will produce a beautiful result.

The present vacation is a suitable time for making out

Feeling, he thinks, is only related to music as incident

improved ways in your method of teaching.

or accident; there is no vital connection, no “causal

’nexus," as he puts it, between music and emotion.
This attitude, of course, puts him into direct opposi¬

For

more than half a century the music trade and the

music teacher have been working toward a standard

tion to the most characteristic tendencies of musical

development since 1830, and especially forces him to grading of difficulty in music.
antagonize the theories and practices of Wagner.

generally accepted standard.

He has no difficulty in making it clear that music
He points out that what we

call emotions, such as love, hate, anger, etc., are called
forth by the relations of persons ; he insists that these
feelings cannot be understood except as we perceive or
imagine persons and their relations, and argues from
these premises that music cannot express any of these
There is much that is true and valuable in his discus¬

all copies delivered before this issue was sent out, but

He makes short work of the hyper¬

owing to unforeseen difficulties, it ha^ not been possible.

sentimentalism which must always connect a story with
a sonata or symphony without reading into it ideas
which never were put into it by the composer and have
no connection with it beyond the possible suggestion of
This is all sound enough, and strikes a needed

time the clearest and most tersely put treatise on the Art
of Octave Playing that has ever been published in any part
of the world, and we are confident that our patrons, upon
examination of the work, will feel amply repaid for the
indulgence they have shown us in awaiting the forth¬
coming of this work.

blow at much so-called “interpretation.”
The weak point of the whole argument seems to be
the failure to perceive that emotion proper, while it is
called forth by objects, is not only separable in thought
from the ideas of those objects, but may be expressed
and conveyed without any reference to them or any
knowledge of them.

Just as a man’s face and bearing

may express hope, joy, love, hate, jealousy, etc., with¬
out our knowing the cause of his

Liszt.

Evenin

The work is by far the most complete and yet at the same

every piece of music and cannot appreciate the beauty of

analogy.

However, this publishing

Piano
customers will consider this when sending orders for keys), C
Schube
music, they can clearly indicate the difficulty of the
Etude,
pieces that they wish sent on selection.
in sixth
Paderew
Op. 31
The fourth book of Mason’s “Touch and Technic” Presto;
will be sent to those who have subscribed in advance of Op. 9, C
publication about July 15th. We had expected to have Loges d

emotions.
sion of the subject.

Stuck, W

house has adopted a grade of from one to ten, and if our

cannot express any outward ideas or objects, such as men
and women, for example.

But there is yet no

Jubel
14, Lisz
noi-Ostr
Rhine, R
Grieg; W
Thome;
Skylark

TESTIMONIALS.
Landon’s “Method” is a boon to teachers, as is also the
Presser edition of “ Heller’s Studies,” while as for The
Etude, I simply could not do without it.
Very truly,
Floy M. Lawrence.
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emotion, so may

I am exceedingly pleased with the new copy of “Men¬
Notice
delssohn’s Songs Without Words.”
I think it the most payable
previou
it is by no means necessary that tones which express the scholarly edition I have seen. The biography, together
with the critical notes by Mr. Cady, are alone worth the
states and movements of the sensibility shall be non¬
A
price of the whole work. I may add that I consider The
musical. Indeed, the impulse to express feeling in terms Etude increasing in value and interest—an educational
I find it very Voice
of the musically beautiful is all but universal, being com¬ magazine in the best sense of the term.
W. H. May.
mon to the savage and to the most cultivated of men. helpful, both to myself and pupils.

he express the same feelings in inarticulate tones.

And

W

It can hardly be without significance that the perception
of feeling in music is universal; and Dr. Hauslick’s
efforts to resolve this perception into a mere sensation
without any content of emotion in the music will proba¬
bly convince few thoughtful men.
that music can express

And his admission

“the dynamic element”

of

emotion would seem to be fatal to his theory; for what
he includes in this element is really nothing more nor less
than emotion itself.
musical

themes

What he says of “ character” in

is equally disastrous,

for

character

necessarily implies emotion.
But, notwithstanding the

inadequacy of his theory,

the book is a very important contribution to works in
English on sesthetics and deserves careful and thorough
study, which it will well repay.

J. C. Fii.lmore.

O

I want to thank you for the delightful edition of “Men¬
RG
delssohn’s Songs” and “Heller’s Studies.” It seems to me
that you are doing a great thing for music in America by Organ.
getting out such well-edited music for teachers. Teachers and te
away from musical centres especially should appreciate
the aid you are giving.
R
The Etude is indispensable to every one who takes it.
I never have any trouble in getting my friends to sub¬
scribe, and they always continue to take it.
I am proud have
to think America has given such a fine thing to the New Y
Septe
musical world as “Touch and Technic.”

M

Yours truly,

Cora Stanton Brown.

F

OR
Please mail me one copy “Sefton’s Music Class
Book” for teachers’ accounts. It is a splendid thing. will re
The thousands of teachers who carry their accounts in
IA
some old grocery book or (mis)carry them in their heads
should avail themselves of this neat and practical
arrangement.
W. F. Gates.

P

its present highly organized and expressive con1 Illustrated with figures of the Instruments,
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections.
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By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.

1 Volume. ISmo. Vage* 352. Price $2.00. Beautifully printed on fine heavy paper, and handsomely
hound with gilt top and uncut edges.

Price $1.50, Postpaid.

Within this brief compass, the author has
managed to include the essential facts and the
more significant illustrations of the large histories,
together with much original matter. This work
was originally undertaken as a text-book for the
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an
intermediate position between the very long his¬
tories in four and five volumes, and the mere
skeletons of the smaller histories then before the
public. The work grew in writing, and illustra¬
tions were freely added, so that the result is what
is confidently offered as the best popular history
of music yet written.
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The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted tor
the purpose of making a book ; no other work has been
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete
elementary school for the pianoforte.
Address Publisher,

THEODORE PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA.
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It is CONCISE; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of
commendation of it have been received from the most
prominent musicians in more than twenty different
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper
covers, 60 cents.
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beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬

By W. S. B. MATHEWS.

usefu

cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬

PRICE $1.50, NET.

A comprehensive outline of musical history from the

Th

conta

tutions.
Address Publisher,

Theodore Presser,
1704 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

A eolleetion of a higher grade of Piano Compositions.
Also containing an extensive treatise on expression, volum
which is as practical as it is valuable. The principles
given in the treatise are exemplified in a series of the caref
finest compositions of the greatest composers, including diffic
selections from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬
simp
mann, Chopin, and Rubinstein.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

HARRY CLY

The Home School of Music,

TENOR AND

Met

NEW YORK CITY.
MISS MARY H. BURNHAM,

-

Studio, 8 Euclid Ave.,

Principal.

Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. An

T

HE facilities which New York offers as a residence
for music students are well known, but the question
of finding a suitable home is a perplexing one to those
who come from a distance. In answer to a number of
requests I will receive into my family a few young ladies

JAMES

M

LEIPSIO AND W

PIANIST,TEACHE

-TER

$60.00 for twenty one-hour lessons.
as music students.
.
add
The course of instruction will be progressive. Conse¬
37 Fort Avenue, or Chickerin
quently students of all grades will be admitted, but those
desiring to fit themselves for piano teachers will be my
preference. The school year will begin November 1st,
1892, and will be divided into four terms of seven weeks
Mas. Bac.; Gol
each!
Students will be required to remain during one
Teaches Harmony,
term, but may enter at the beginning of any term.
I shall personally direct all studies, with such assist¬
BY CORRE
ance as may be needed. Harmony and musical history
Pupils prepared for Musical Exa
classes, weekly recitals, teaching lessons, mimical talks,
Address, HA
ear training, etc., will be included in the course. A
special feature will be the “ teaching lesson,” when stu¬
MR. PERLE
dents themselves will have an opportunity of giving les¬
sons under my superintendence.
Vocal instruction will TEACHER OF
be under the direction of Dr. and Mrs. Carl E. Martin.
-A
A chaperon will accompany pupils to concerts, operas,
MASON’S “TOUC

W.

etc.
I refer by permission to Mr. William H. Sherwood,
Chicago Conservatory, Chicago, Ill., and to all of my
pupils; also to Rev. Cornelias B. Smith, D.D., 101
East Sixty-ninth Street, and Rev. Charles 0. Day, Brattleboro, Vt. All applications to be made before Octo¬
ber 1st, 1892.
For further particulars as to terms, special studies,
etc., address

MISS MARY H. BURNHAM,
STEINWAY HALL, New York City.

After June 1st, Brattleboro, Vermont.

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.,
833 South 3JSth Street,
PHILADELPHIA.

LESSONS BY MULiI,H“TS.:Sr‘"1’

RHYS-

Studio 8, Carnegie Mu
New York,

141 Montague St., Bro

SUMMER

Root’s Trainin
for Teac
GEO. F. ROOT, President.

Teachers prepared in the fol

Notation, Theory, Mus
School Music, C
Private
Solo Singing, Harm

as set forth in The Normal Mu
Root’s New Course in Voice C
School in session at the Silver
in the summer, and at 243 W
school year.
For circular giving full pa
of Music, Languages, Orator
Retreat, address REV. WARD

